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 This is your leading software for multi-dimensional analysis of the feng shui of home, work, shops, and the body. This fourth
version combines e-book with daily planner and software package. The software package is the fully functional tool for

professional analysis of feng shui, based on Chinese astrology and the classic art of feng shui. This newest version also contains
a lot of new exciting features and functions. The software provides very useful tools for calculation of the most accurate feng

shui, by using its own patented rules. The core of the software provides the best mathematical tools to make the best
interpretation of the results. The daily planner is a must-have tool for astrologers and for researchers. It was developed to help
you plan your daily activities and keep track of your personal development according to the principles of astrology. This new

version contains new daily planner, fixed and adjustable of your life style, monthly planner, methods to calculate the best feng
shui and much more! Thank you to all the users who have enjoyed and have helped to make this new version the best. Feng Shui

4.2: The Newest Version of the World's Most Powerful Feng Shui Software The newly introduced 4.2 version of the leading
software for Feng Shui is now the world's best and most advanced software package for professionals. The new and improved

4.2 version contains all of the previous features, plus many new and exciting features as well. This new version adds many more
methods for calculation of feng shui. In addition, the new feng shui methods are accurate and scientific, and can make the best
recommendations for you. 4.2 also contains many useful tools for professional Astrologers and researchers as well. Feng Shui

4.2 = The Latest Release of the World's Most Powerful Feng Shui Software. 4.2 contains much more exciting new features, and
a new daily planner, plus many new feng shui methods and tools, as well as a new and improved monthly planner! This new
version adds even more features to this world's leading Feng Shui software package. This new version is the best and most

accurate of all the leading software packages for Feng Shui. The 4.2 version adds many more mathematical tools for feng shui
calculation. These tools will make the best recommendations for you. This is the only package that uses our own unique and

patented mathematical rules for feng shui calculations. 82157476af
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